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Why VCOP?



V - Vocabulary 
words that make you go wow 

C - Connectives 
words that connect sentences, ideas and   

paragraphs together

O - Openers 
Power Openers, ‘ly’, ‘ing’ and connectives

P - Punctuation
Power punctuation ! ? …

The VCOP:

Students are taught, in an exciting way, how to identify and use 
VCOP to dramatically improve their writing











The Big Write
● Writing session based on a stimulus and type of text 

(imaginative, informative, persuasive)

● The Big Write incorporates all aspects of VCOP

● Leaders of Learning and students are all excited about ‘Big 
Write’

● Celebration of learning, not the only writing session of the 
week, rather, a showcase



Big Write and VCOP in Practise
VCOP is not to be viewed as a single session on it’s own, rather, a 
methodology that can be embedded within all aspects of the 
English/Literacy Block e.g. Shared Writing, Writing Workshop and 
Guided Reading.

It creates a common language regarding the four important 
elements of writing (VCOP). 

VCOP games allow for ‘Talk’  and are a way to embed language 
knowledge and skills. 

The Big Write is designed to be a culmination of the week’s 
learning, with additional learning occurring through editing and goal 
setting for future Big Writes. 



Students are given their topic for Big Write the following day.
They take home a slip with the topic and genre and are encouraged to talk with 
family members about the topic and gather ideas and language.

If they can’t say it, they can’t write it.
Home talk is revisited on Thursday morning before the Big Write.

TALK HOMEWORK



A schedule will be sent home with information about the Big Write 
for the week/fortnight.
Parents are encouraged to speak to their child about the topic. The 
following video may be of assistance -

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OqaLm1Y9TFQ


Writing

Self-editing: students are encouraged to be ambitious, up-level 
their work and focus on the elements of VCOP in their writing. 
All students must read their work aloud. Use phonic phones. 

Sharing: whole class. Add contributions to VCOP wall.

The Big Write Day



Breakdown Buddies
Working with a partner to identify positive and constructive 
comments regarding their buddy’s writing.

Highlighting
Done individually on students’ own writing. VCOP colour 
codes. 

Student Criterion Scale
Students are taught to self-assess their work.

Goal Setting Students and LOLs use the above tools to guide 
setting of goals

Day After Big Write



A Big Write Classroom…

Is colourful,



Interactive, 



and child centered. 
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